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Computerworld Hong Kong continues to grow and transform together with Hong Kong’s IT
industry in the digita era. As we continue to be the local source of IT insights, we are also
expanding our reach to local IT professionls via different channels from physical events to
print, online, mobile and social media. The following are a list of editorial topics we will cover
from different channels in 2017.

JAN
CW Daily Features
New year, new directions—explore the government’s IT spending and strategy as the CE
announced policy address that impact local business and IT market
ACF Features
Past vs Future – Achiving the yin and yang of legacy and cloud IT infrastructures to enable
business growth in the year of the Rooster
Security Features
Cybersecurity insurance—The offerings and coverage from cybersecurity insurance are rising in
the market. What’s covered and what’s not? How do you know is it worth the spending?
DataBuzz Features
Analyzing digitization – Analytic is becoming the corner stone of business digitalization. We look
at how Hong Kong businesses transform with the use of analytics

FEB
CW Daily Features
Driving optimization with DevOp—Running IT like an well-oiled engine no longer relies only on a
cloud computing model. A new look on how applications are developed to optimize IT resources
ACF Features
Hyberconverged infrstructure—The maturity of cloud and demand for agile IT are pushing
enterprises to review how data centers are operated. Is hyper-converged infrastructure be the next
big thing in cloud?
Security Features
Adaptive security architecture - adaptive responses to security, compliance, business, or
catastrophic threats
DataBuzz Features
Reality check on IoT—IoT has been a technology buzz in the past decade. But only recently it is
starting to hit the enterprise radar. How global and local businesses are driving innovation with IoT?
eReport: Internet of Threats—As Hong Kong embraces IoT with growing smart city and
business digitization initiatives, the cybersecurity risk is also expected to rise
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MAR
CW Daily Features
Innovation for next-generation customer experiences—Exploring the latest technologies that
enhances customers experiences, engagment and retention: from IoT, wearable technologies to
drones
ACF Features
Green data center -- The new color of money and efficiency. Why green data center matters to
cloud providers and users? How it beneifits the environment and the spreadsheets?
Security Features
Building a smart and threat-prove secure enterprise—is that a myth or truth?
DataBuzz Features
Analyzing machine learning— Sky is the limit on how big data analytics revolutionize businesses
and our daily lives. We look at how big data technologies are evolving and bring machine learning
businesses
th

Print Special: Hong Kong CIO Awards winner—Computerworld Hong Kong’s 6 CIO Awards
recognizes the strategic IT leaders that are driving business transformation and innovation
Event: CIO Leadership Forum 2017 — Mastering digital leadership

APR
CW Daily Features
The mobile payment revolution--The revolutionizing payments market is redefining relationships
between customers, banks and telcos. How to build a future-proven IT environment to meet
changing customers request?
ACF Features
An era of open hybrid cloud computing
Security Features
Balancing between security and innovation
DataBuzz Features
AI tools that come out of the labs and enter the boardroom
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MAY
CW Daily Features
Digital partnership makes perfect—Enterprises are building new forms of partnership to drive
innovation, accelerate growth and excel in the digital era
ACF Features
Optimizing cloud with hyperconverged infrastructure
Security Features
Machine learning cybercriminals-- Is machine learning going to accelerate and sharpen social
engineering attacks?
DataBuzz Features

Big Data - from architecture to skills
eReport: The anatomy of blockchain
Event: Total Security Conference Hong Kong

JUN
CW Daily Features
Smart city—Is Hong Kong smart enough? As the OGCIO reveals the government’s smart city
blueprint, we find out what are the opportunities for local IT industry among these initiatives
ACF Features
The next cloud battleground
Security Features
A never-ending journey to be a threat-free enterprise
DataBuzz Features
Marrying wearables technologies with social media to take businsses a new level
Print Special: Computerworld Hong Kong Awards 2017 – 15 years of recogniting IT
excellence
Event:
Big Data and Analytics Forum 2017
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JUL
CW Daily Features
Juggling the multi-channels customer interactions—How bridging the CIO-CMO relation and
enable digital customer engagament can help your career to excel?
ACF Features
Multi-clouds reduces reliance on just one vendor, which can lead to cost reduction by up to 74%.
But managing multi-clouds could be a real pain
Security Features
Securing in the “mobile-first cloud-first era”
DataBuzz Features
Big data for big opportunities
Event: Data Center Summit 2017

AUG
CW Daily Features
Leadership in the world of accelerated change—Businesses need leaders that are able to
identify latest tech trends, discover disruptive business opportunities, connect with the innovation
ecosystem, and develop strategies to bring transformation into reality
ACF Features
IaaS vendors extending offerings towards container management platforms
Security Features
Backup for the worst
DataBuzz Features
Bullish for blockchain—how blockchain is going to transform processes and data integrity
eReport: Applied AI and advanced machine learning—how do they transform business of the
future

SEP
CW Daily Online Features
Rethinking IT with hyper-convergence-- With promises of better economies of scale, improved
resource utilization and granular management, hyper converged is shaping enterprise IT
infrastructure
ACF Features
Reprogramming IT infrastructure—building a software-defined data centers
Security Features
Ransomware alert
DataBuzz Features
Applying virtual assistants in the business landscape
Print Special: Cloud Excellence Awards
Event: Cloud Tech Forum 2017
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OCT
CW Daily Features
Organizational disruption in IT Department - building organizational linkages with line of
business (LOB) technology teams and across IT organizational silos, empowering changes in
thinking, culture, and practices
ACF Features
Featuring Cloud Excellence Awards winners
Security Features
GRC automation
DataBuzz Features
Industrial 4.0–manufacturing goods and data
Event: Fintech Innovation Forum 2016

NOV
CW Daily Features
Bimodal IT—Enterprises are marrying agile infrastructure with legacy systems to build a more
digital-friendly and tech-savvy business
ACF Features
Serverless computing to accelerate application development and business growth
Security Features
From preventive to responsive security
DataBuzz Features
Measuring ROI in IoT
eReport: Cloud

DEC
CW Daily Features

Aligning agility—Platformization, using DevOps for rapid development, cost reduction and
building an agile business
ACF Features
Reconnecting IT infrastructure with SDN and NFV in the cloud era
Security Features
3D security –defend, detect and discover
DataBuzz Features
Big data for big fraud
Print Special: Technology Trendlines 2018
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